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Complete
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solutions
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Since 2001 we’ve excelled in manufacturing and
installing high quality innovative washroom products,
on schedule and within budget, time and time again.
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standards

Having worked for leading organisations in the
sector for more than twenty years, the four
directors of Washroom Washroom founded the
business in 2001 based on a simple philosophy

‘Provide our customers
with a high quality product,
on time and to budget.’

investing as we grow

our experience shows

Now in our 10th year the company has, and continues to
produce steady growth year on year with a projected turnover
approaching £8million for this calendar year. We continually
invest in the latest machinery, helping keep Washroom
Washroom at the forefront of our industry and ensuring
we are able to offer the latest styles along with cutting edge
design. We also have a dedicated in-house joinery department
for reception desks, counters and other bespoke items.

Close attention to detail in the selection and integration
of materials and the construction of the ranges, ensures
that the products will not only meet the aesthetic
requirements of the client but will also offer a durable
solution for a range of washroom and associated
environments from leisure to retail, office to factory.

more choice for you
For total flexibility all systems can be tailored to clients’
individual specifications, including full height cubicle options,
a choice of ironmongery, a wide range of core materials and
surface finishes including laminates, real wood veneers, solid
surface and glass for doors, partitions and pilasters.

proven capability
Offering a complete service including design, manufacture
and installation, Washroom Washroom has the resources
to meet the most demanding schedules and individual
project requirements whilst providing an extensive choice
of systems to suit a range of applications.

Sustainability
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See page 52 for the Washroom special works division,
providing quality bespoke solutions.

focusing on the environment
At Washroom we believe that action speaks volumes and this
applies as much to our ongoing commitment and responsibility
to the planet as it does to the service we supply to our clients.
From the outset we have made our commitment to the
environment an integral part of our business plan - it was our
chance to make a difference. And as any wise person will tell
you - less waste = better for the environment.

Visit our comprehensive
website for further
information, case studies
and useful downloads.
www.washroom.co.uk
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Alto
Flush fronted toilet cubicle
for prestigious washrooms

alto
Alto provides an unrivalled
design statement for
areas where luxury and
uncompromising style
are essential.
The full height, rebated flush
system offers a virtually seamless
façade. Finished in real wood
veneer and complemented with
the highest quality D-line fittings,
alto is the ultimate design
statement.

specification
Pilasters and doors: Manufactured from 44mm chipboard,
faced in either high quality real wood veneer or high
pressure laminate (HPL). Lipped in matching/complimenting
hardwood and rebated to create the flush design
Partitions: Three options available:
Option 1 Floor to ceiling treated PAR softwood timber
frame, laminated where required to create
flashgaps with 2 No. panels fitted either side
to give an 84mm thick dividing partition.
Option 2 12mm MR MDF central dividing panel fitted
floor to ceiling with 2 No. panels fitted either
side to give a 60mm thick dividing partition.
Option 3 2 No. 44mm chipboard panels lipped in
hardwood then laminated both sides with
either real wood veneer or high pressure
laminate, fitted to floor and ceiling with
hardwood splines.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel fall closed hinges, coathook and
indicator bolt.

dimensions
Height: 2400mm
Floor clearance: 20mm (door undercut)
Depth: 1500mm

access considerations
Alto cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.
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Marcato
Highly engineered bespoke cubicle solution
with a contemporary appearance

marcato
Marcato is a highly engineered
bespoke cubicle solution
designed with high-end
projects in mind.
Manufactured from 20mm
Solid Grade Laminate (Compact)
with vertical edges rebated
creating a flush design and a sleek
and contemporary appearance
for the ultimate appeal.
Marcato is available as 2100mm
o/a height as standard but with
options to extend to a full floor to
ceiling system, offering contractors
a range of design possibilities.
Marcato’s specially designed flush
fronted and rebated finish ensures
division panels and doors meet
edge to edge for maximum
privacy, while the material’s
waterproof properties make this
system an ideal choice for toilet,
changing and shower cubicle
specifications.

specification
Pilasters and doors: Manufactured from 20mm solid
grade laminate (compact) with vertical edges rebated
to create flush finish.
Headrail: Satin anodised aluminium flat bar.
Partitions: Manufactured from 13/20mm solid grade
laminate (compact).

dimensions
Height: 2100mm
Floor clearance: 100mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel fall closed hinges and coathook, satin
anodised aluminium easily operable indicator bolt, full
length channels and pedestal legs.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.

access considerations
Marcato cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.
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Mezzo
Stunning cubicle system with
aerofoil profile pilasters

mezzo
Depending on panel material
chosen the Mezzo system can
be used as toilet, changing and
shower cubicles.
Mezzo cubicles comprise curved
aluminium pilasters and headrail
with door and division panel
options to suit your specific
requirements. Typically the cubicle
is set out with 150mm floor
clearance with the option of down
to floor pilasters and divisions
where increased privacy is required.
Mezzo is available with a choice
of panel including MFC, HPL, solid
grade laminate, veneer and glass.
When cubicle requirements dictate
that the cubicle centres need to
be greater than 850mm we offer a
split pilaster detail ‘Mezzo Duet’ as
an option which allows a 450mm
turning circle within the cubicle.
mezzo duet

specification
The Mezzo range is available in various material
options, to suit any application:
MRC - dry, light use
HPL - dry, medium use
SGL - all uses
Veneer - high end uses
Glass - high end uses (see page 14 for details)
Please contact us for full specification details
covering the Mezzo range.

dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Height (overall framework): 2040mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, channel cleats and
coathook, satin anodised aluminium pedestal
legs. All Mezzo cubicles are supplied with an
easily operable indicator bolt, type will depend
upon cubicle chosen.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.

access considerations
Mezzo cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.
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Mezzo
Proven changing solution,
complete with complementary
benching

mezzo

changing cubicles
Part of the flexible Mezzo
system, Mezzo Changing
Cubicles provide a proven
changing solution and come
complete with complementary
benching.
Mezzo changing cubicles
comprise curved aluminium
pilasters and headrail with door
and division panel options.
Typically the cubicle is set out
with 150mm floor clearance with
the option of down to floor
pilasters and divisions where
increased privacy is required.

specification
12/13mm solid grade laminate panels with satin
anodised aluminium sections.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, full length channels
and coathook, easily operable cast plastic indicator
bolt and satin anodised aluminium pedestal legs.

dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Height (overall framework): 2040mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.
access considerations
Mezzo cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.
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Mezzo Aqua
A distinguished and versatile glass
shower cubicle fit for the Olympics

mezzo

aqua cubicles
Designed with the leisure
industry in mind, mezzo aqua
provides an elegant solution for
shower areas.
The external towel rail to the door
demonstrates attention to detail,
not only keeping the towel out of
the wet area but also indicating
which cubicles are occupied.
Split front pilasters provide a
combination of stability and
aesthetics, the glass infills can be
screenprinted in almost any RAL
colour to contrast or co-ordinate
with screenprinted glass doors.

specification
10mm clear float toughened glass with 100% white
screenprint to reverse, with all glass panels to have a
5mm radius to each corner.
Colours: Green glass in appearance with
white screen print to reverse. Other
print colours available at a surcharge.
Pilaster: Satin anodised aluminium aerofoil sections.
Headrail: Satin anodised aluminium aerofoil section.
fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel specially designed glass hinges,
channel cleats and coathook, and satin anodised
aluminium pedestal legs.

dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Height (overall framework): 2040mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
Depth: 1100-1500mm (showers)
1500-1800mm (WC)
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.
access considerations
Mezzo Aqua cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with Approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.
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Forté
Ultimate durability for the
toughest of environments

forté
Designed for use within wet
and dry areas, Forté is the perfect
cubicle for use in schools and
any other environment subject
to high traffic. As solid grade
laminate is totally impervious
to water Forté can be used as
shower and wet area changing
cubicles.
Forté cubicles are manufactured
from 12/13mm solid grade
laminate (compact), an extremely
robust and waterproof material.
Combined with a contemporary
continuous headrail for excellent
lateral stability Forté cubicles offer
an affordable and long term
solution to your washroom
requirements.

specification
12/13mm Solid Grade
Laminate with edges
machined to smooth
finish.
fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges,
channel cleats and coathook,
easily operable cast plastic
indicator bolt, ‘D’ shaped
satin anodised aluminium
headrail and pedestal legs.

dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.
This may be of particular use within schools and
unisex installations where mobile phone cameras
pose a privacy issue.
access considerations
Forté toilet cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Senza
Elegant toilet cubicles with
minimalist design

senza
Designed to provide a minimalist
appearance, the slimline stainless
steel pilaster profiles with vertical
edges being fully radiused
combined with a flat headrail
offer one of the most
understated designs in the
market.
Foot supports are set back to
maintain the floating appearance
and the stainless steel circular
faceplate compliments the linear
profiles.
Senza is available in all board types
HPL, SGL, Glass and Veneer to suit
any application.

specification
HPL - dry, medium use:
18mm Moisture Resistant MDF with high pressure
laminate both sides, edged in either 2mm PVC or
matching laminate.
Pilaster: Slimline stainless section with
radiused vertical edges.
Headrail: Stainless steel box section or flat bar.
SGL - all uses:
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate with edges
machined to smooth finish.
Pilaster: Slimline stainless section with
radiused vertical edges.
Headrail: Stainless steel box section or flat bar.

fittings and door furniture
Easily operable stainless steel indicator bolt,
pedestal legs, hinges, channel cleats and
coathook.

dimensions
Height: 2100mm
Floor clearance: 100mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also
available with minimal floor clearance for
increased privacy. With the Senza cubicle
system there is the option of having 10mm
glass doors – please contact our technical
department for details.

access considerations
Senza toilet cubicles are available in
configurations to comply with approved
Document M complete with outward
opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to
the outside face of all outward opening
doors as standard. Complementary grab
rails are also available.

*Depending on materials chosen, cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Basso
Style and performance
on a budget

basso
The Basso system provides a
stylish and cost effective solution
for washroom and retail change
projects within a limited budget.
Toilet cubicles and change
cubicles with integral benching
are both available with inward or
outward opening doors.
Basso cubicles comprise 19mm
moisture resistant melamine faced
chipboard (MFC) panels edged all
round in a PVC lipping, supported
laterally by a unique aerofoil
profiled headrail.
With the division panels supported
on architecturally designed satin
anodised aluminium pedestal legs,
Basso toilet cubicles are a cut above
other budget systems available.
Budget Basso. A cost-effective option
available in melamine faced MDF in four
colours - grey, white, cream and black.
Contact us for full specification details.

specification
19mm Melamine Faced Chipboard or
MDF with 2mm PVC edging.

dimensions
Height: 1950mm. Floor clearance: 150mm
Depth: 1500-1800mm

fittings and door furniture
Saa indicator bolt which is easily operable
(compliant with Part M of the Building
Regulations), coathook, ‘D’ shaped headrail,
pedestal legs, full length channels and
stainless steel 4” butt hinges.

access considerations
Basso toilet cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.

AR

RIA
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Aria
Increased impact resistance and
durability for day to day use

aria
A higher specification than
the Basso range, the Aria range
incorporates laminated MDF
for all panels, providing greater
durability than melamine-faced
chipboard and offering
practicality and value for
medium traffic areas in schools,
commercial offices and the
industrial sector. Toilet cubicles
and dry/retail change cubicles
with integral benching are
available with inward or outward
opening doors.
Providing increased impact
resistance, Aria cubicles are
manufactured from high-pressure
laminate bonded to 18mm MDF
core, lipped with either matching
laminate or corresponding PVC
edging.
Aria is offered with a satin
anodised aluminium headrail.

specification
18mm Moisture Resistant MDF with high pressure
laminate both sides, edged in either 2mm PVC or
matching laminate.

dimensions
Height: 1950mm. Floor clearance: 150mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, saa easily operable
indicator bolt, coathook, ‘D’ shaped headrail,
channel cleats and pedestal legs.

access considerations
Aria toilet cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Canto
Attractive and durable cubicles
perfect for all dry areas

canto
With impact resistant HPL panels
Canto postformed cubicles are
well suited to the medium traffic
areas of schools, commercial
offices and industrial sectors.
Toilet cubicles and dry/retail
change cubicles with integral
benching are both available with
inward or outward opening
doors.
Providing increased impact
resistance, Canto cubicles are
manufactured from high pressure
laminate (HPL) bonded to 18mm
MDF core. Lipped with either
matching laminate or
corresponding PVC edging, the
Canto range features postformed
(rounded) vertical edges to the
pilasters to create an attractive and
effective cubicle solution.
Canto postformed is offered with
either a satin anodised aluminium
headrail, or a postformed insert to
match the pilaster detail.
specification
18mm Moisture Resistant MDF with high pressure
laminate both sides, edged in either 2mm PVC or
matching laminate.
Front Pilasters – 28/30mm Moisture Resistant
MDF with high pressure laminate both sides,
vertical edges postformed (rolled) and horizontal
edges lipped to match.
Headrail infill - 18mm Moisture Resistant MDF
with high pressure laminate both sides, 1 long
edge postformed (rolled) and other edges lipped
to match face.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, saa easily operable
indicator bolt, coathook, ‘L’ shaped headrail
(with postformed infill), channel cleats and
pedestal legs.

dimensions
Height: 1950mm. Floor clearance: 150mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.

access considerations
Canto toilet cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.
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Intermezzo
Maximum privacy ideal for
modern school environments

intermezzo
Intermezzo offers a fully
enclosed solution that is suitable
for all washrooms and changing
rooms requiring high levels of
privacy whilst remaining
commercially viable.
Manufactured from SGL for
unparalleled durability with floor
to ceiling aluminium pilasters
providing a stylish rigid structure,
Intermezzo ticks all the boxes for
the modern schools washroom
requirements.
Partitions are extended to the
floor and the ceiling with overhead
panels above the door providing
complete visual privacy to the user.

specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate with edges machined
to smooth finish.
Pilaster: Satin anodised aluminium aerofoil sections.
Headrail: Satin anodised aluminium aerofoil section
(if required).
fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges and coathook, satin
anodised aluminium full length channels and easily
operable cast plastic indicator bolt.

dimensions
Height: up to 2700mm, dependent on material chosen
Height (door panel): up to 2000mm, dependent on
material chosen, with over door panel
* Floor clearance: 20mm (door undercut)
Depth: 1500-1800mm

access considerations
Intermezzo toilet cubicles are available in configurations to comply with
approved Document M complete with outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face of all outward
opening doors as standard. Complementary grab rails are also available.

*Depending on materials chosen, cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Bambino
Safety, supervision and durability
for junior school washrooms

bambino
Bambino is a full sized cubicle
with reduced height doors to
facilitate supervision and to
alleviate any intimidation that
a standard cubicle may impose.
Offered in a choice of HPL or SGL
Bambino cubicles combine a front
mounted headrail with sweeping
curves to the doors, the pilasters
are also radiused to soften the
visual impact and provide a
unique aesthetic.
The removal of right angles can
be mirrored in the duct access
panelling and vanity underpanel
design to culminate in a
washroom unlike any other.

specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate with edges
machined to smooth finish.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, coathook, pedestal
legs with easily operable cast plastic indicator bolt,
full length satin anodised aluminium channels and
solid grade laminate headrail straps.

dimensions
Height (top of door): to suit
Height (top of partition): 1950mm
Height (top of pilaster): 2075mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
The heights quoted above are for guidance only. Washrooms designed for
younger or older children may require shorter or taller doors. Bambino is
available to suit your requirements.
access considerations
Bambino toilet cubicles are available in configurations to comply with
approved Document M complete with outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face of all outward
opening doors as standard. Complementary grab rails are also available.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Frutti
Friendly and fun cubicles for
nurseries and infant schools

frutti
Frutti is a free standing cubicle
system offered in solid grade
laminate for maximum
durability. In place of a headrail
the pilasters are supported by
a floor mounted bracket for
added rigidity.
Using the latest manufacturing
technology, the panels can be
machined to produce the
impression of a range of different
fruits. Combined with different
colours, and digital or screen print
options, it has never been easier
to make a fun washroom to
encourage regular use.

specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate with edges
machined to smooth finish.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, floor mounted
stability bracket and satin anodised
aluminium full length channels.

dimensions
Height (top of door): 1050mm (900mm panel)
Height (top of partition): 1200mm
Height (top of pilaster): 1200mm
Floor clearance: 150mm (under door only)
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
The heights quoted above are for guidance only.
Washrooms designed for younger or older children
may require shorter or taller cubicles. Frutti is
available to suit your requirements.

access considerations
Frutti toilet cubicles are available in configurations
to comply with approved Document M.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Luminoso
Luxury translucent cast acrylic cubicles for
a bright and safe shower installation

luminoso
Luminoso’s cast acrylic
construction is ideal for both
public and private showering
facilities alike, providing peace
of mind over comparable glass
systems.
Cast acrylic provides a uniform
appearance to both sides of the
panels for complete uniformity
and a more polished overall
appearance.
With many different colours and
textures available Luminoso can be
offered in multiple colours, and by
using more opaque textures is also
suitable for washroom
installations.

specification
12mm Green Cast Acrylic with edges machined to
smooth finish.

dimensions
Height: 2026mm
Floor clearance: 80mm
Depth: Max 1500mm

fittings and door furniture
Chrome nickel plated double swing hinges (self closing
from 25 degrees), stainless steel channel cleats, and
coathook, pull handle to the outside of each door, stainless
steel tubular headrail and pedestal legs.

access considerations
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face of all
outward opening doors as standard. Complementary grab rails
are also available.
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Luminoso glass
An alternative option incorporating toughened
glass panels in lieu of cast acrylic

luminoso glass
Luminoso glass is an alternative
shower cubicle to our popular
acrylic cubicle of the same
name, offering the same visual
impact but with 10mm clear
float toughened glass in lieu
of the acrylic panels.

specification
10mm clear float toughened glass with 100% white
screen print to the reverse of each panel.

dimensions
Height: 2026mm
Floor clearance: 80mm
Depth: Max 1500mm

fittings and door furniture
Chrome nickel plated double swing hinges (self closing
from 25 degrees), stainless steel channel cleats, and
coathook, pull handle to the outside of each door, stainless
steel tubular headrail and pedestal legs.

access considerations
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face of all
outward opening doors as standard. Complementary grab rails
are also available.
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Arpeggio
The Arpeggio vanity unit collection
offers a wide choice of options

arpeggio
The Arpeggio collection offers
one of the most comprehensive
vanity unit ranges on the
market. Choose from a variety of
shapes, sizes and materials to
create the perfect solution to
your requirements.
Buildings are designed to suit their
occupants. The choice of vanity unit
specification can be tailored to suit these
differences as well as accommodate various
budgets. Whereas Arpeggio SGL is perfect
for schools and other environments prone
to careless use and potential vandalism,
Arpeggio HPL is ideal in buildings with more
mature occupants when funds are restricted.
For more prestigious developments with
larger budgets, glass, stone and real wood
can all have a part to play in realising the
desired design statement.
Whether standard or bespoke we can offer
the ideal vanity unit for your project from
one of the widest choices of materials
available:
•

HPL laminate

•

SGL laminate

•

Corian® and other
solid surface materials

construction
High-pressure laminates
Arpeggio HPL vanity tops are
manufactured from 18mm
moisture resistant MDF with
high pressure laminate to
both sides, the long edges
are postformed to create the
rolled edges. Exposed ends
are capped with moisture
resistant MDF and laminated
to match face colour.
solid grade laminates
Arpeggio SGL vanity tops are
manufactured from
10/12mm solid grade
laminate, which is totally
impervious to water and
highly resistant to vandalism.
Exposed ends are infilled with
matching material.

•

Granite, marble
and silestone

•

Hardwood and Veneers

•

Glass

colour options
Various colours are available, dependent
on material specified. Please ask for details.
edge and profile options
Both high-pressure and solid grade
laminates can be postformed to produce
a downstand (apron) with a rolled edge.
It can also be postformed at the rear to
produce an integral coved upstand
facilitating easy cleaning and removing
the need for unsightly and degradable
mastics.
supports and under panels
Purpose built timber frames and wall hung
cantilever* brackets are available for
Arpeggio vanity units in complementary
materials such as HPL and SGL. Under
panels are available in all of the options
above to match or contrast with the top.

*Cantilever brackets require a solid wall or adequate support within a dry lined wall to ensure secure fixing.
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Tempo Lockers
Durable and attractive lockers
with sizing flexibility

tempo
Tempo lockers are the perfect
solution for secure personal
storage in high-traffic areas,
such as public leisure centres,
swimming pools and schools.
The combination of solid grade
laminate carcasses and rigid
aluminium framework and fulllength corner extrusion affords
exceptional strength and permits
total sizing flexibility.
Available in a range of colours,
which can be mixed to provide a
lighter appearance, Tempo offers a
non-porous, easy clean solution for
the changing room environment.
Locker doors are fabricated from
13mm solid grade laminate (SGL)
with the core polished to a smooth
profile and radiused safety corner
details. The locker bodies comprise
a rigid anodised aluminium
framework housing 6mm solid
grade laminate panels forming the
carcase. Shelf tops and bottoms
are manufactured from 13mm SGL.
lock options
Coin return locks - perfect for public sports this
lock is adjustable to facilitate various coinage
including Euros and tokens.
Card locks - ideal for member only facilities this provides
a cash free alternative. Credit card style membership
cards can be adapted to operate these locks.
Digital code locks - no keys to manage, operated
by 4 digit code of users choice (with override).
Cam locks - for use with personalised/allocated locker
installations such as staff rooms and schools.
Locker hasp - for use where the user provides
their own padlock.

mezzo

mezzo duet

specification
Carcass
6mm white solid grade laminate
Doors
12/13mm solid grade laminate with inset number disc
Shelves
12/13mm white solid grade laminate
Framework satin anodised aluminium sections
Hinges
satin anodised aluminium sprung hinges

dimensions
Height: 1800mm. Width: 300mm
Depth: 500mm. Plinth: By others
The above dimensions reflect typical standardised
locker sizes. However Tempo lockers are available
manufactured to suit your specific requirements.
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iLocker
Leading the way in stylish and
contemporary secure locker solutions

iLocker
Available in a choice of
colours, the flush front glass
iLockers are manufactured
with a hardwearing aluminium
carcass with radiused back
corners for ease of cleaning.
iLocker is ideal for use in wet
areas such as swimming pools
and high specification leisure
facilities and comes complete
with solid laminate shelves and
ventilation holes.
mezzo

The iLocker range offers the
highest-spec secure storage
solution, boasting the finest
quality materials for a striking
design, without compromise to
security or durability, providing
a maintainable and safe system
perfect for modern leisure
facilities.

mezzo duet

lock options
Coin return locks - perfect for public sports this
lock is adjustable to facilitate various coinage
including Euros and tokens.
Card locks - ideal for member only facilities this provides
a cash free alternative. Credit card style membership
cards can be adapted to operate these locks.

specification
Carcass
1.2mm folded aluminium sides with solid laminate rear
support (to aid width adjustments)
Doors:
Option 1: 10mm clear float toughened glass with
100% white screenprint to the reverse of each panel
Option 2: 10mm clear float toughened laminated glass.
Shelves
12/13mm white solid grade laminate
Framework satin anodised aluminium sections
Hinges
satin anodised aluminium sprung hinges

Digital code locks - no keys to manage, operated
by 4 digit code of users choice (with override).
Cam locks - for use with personalised/allocated locker
installations such as staff rooms and schools.
Locker hasp - for use where the user provides
their own padlock.

dimensions
Height: 1800mm. Width: 300mm
Depth: 500mm. Plinth: By others
The above dimensions reflect typical standardised
locker sizes. However iLockers are available
manufactured to suit your specific requirements.
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Forza
Locker system combining economy,
security and aesthetics

forza
Forza offers an ideal mix of
practicality and economy, with
no compromise on aesthetics.
Manufactured from hardwearing 12mm
solid laminate doors and aluminium
bodies, guaranteeing exceptional strength
and a lasting, durable, secure storage
facility. Designed for wet or dry areas,
Forza is available in a wide choice of
colours to meet any aesthetic
requirement. The lockers incorporate solid
laminate shelves and ventilation holes.
mezzo

lock options
Coin return locks - perfect for public sports this
lock is adjustable to facilitate various coinage
including Euros and tokens.
Card locks - ideal for member only facilities this provides
a cash free alternative. Credit card style membership
cards can be adapted to operate these locks.
Digital code locks - no keys to manage, operated
by 4 digit code of users choice (with override).
Cam locks - for use with personalised/allocated locker
installations such as staff rooms and schools.
Locker hasp - for use where the user provides
their own padlock.

specification
Carcass
1.2mm folded aluminium sides with solid laminate
rear support (to aid width adjustments)
Doors
12/13mm solid grade laminate
Shelves
12/13mm white solid grade laminate with inset number disc
Framework satin anodised aluminium sections
Hinges
satin anodised aluminium sprung hinges
dimensions
Height: 1800mm. Width: 300mm
Depth: 500mm. Plinth: By others
The above dimensions reflect typical standardised
locker sizes. However Forza lockers are available
manufactured to suit your specific requirements.
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Octave
Real wood veneer locker system
for high-specification projects

octave
Ideal for high-specification
facilities, such as golf clubs and
leisure centres, Octave locker
doors are fabricated from 18mm
moisture resistant MDF faced on
all sides with real wood veneer
factory applied with 2 part AC
lacquer.
Typically the locker bodies are
manufactured from 19mm
melamine faced chipboard with
edges lipped in either 1 or 2mm
PVC, with end and scribe panels in
veneer to match the doors. Octave
lockers can be fitted with coin,
card, digital or cam locks as
required.

mezzo

mezzo duet

lock options
Coin return locks - perfect for public sports this
lock is adjustable to facilitate various coinage
including Euros and tokens.
Card locks - ideal for member only facilities this provides
a cash free alternative. Credit card style membership
cards can be adapted to operate these locks.
Digital code locks - no keys to manage, operated
by 4 digit code of users choice (with override).
Cam locks - for use with personalised/allocated locker
installations such as staff rooms and schools.
Locker hasp - for use where the user provides
their own padlock.

specification
Carcass
19mm melamine faced chipboard lipped in either 1mm or 2mm PVC.
Doors
18mm MR MDF faced on both sides with real wood veneer
with inset number disc.
Shelves
19mm melamine faced chipboard lipped in either 1mm or 2mm PVC.
Hinges
Blum style hinges.

dimensions
Height: 1800mm. Width: 300mm
Depth: 500mm. Plinth: By others
The above dimensions reflect typical standardised
locker sizes. However Tempo lockers are available
manufactured to suit your specific requirements.
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Tempo benching
Resilient and elegant
changing room benching

tempo
benching
Tempo benching comprises
corrosion resistant aluminium
frames and choice of seating
materials to stand the test of time
in both wet and dry environments.
Many configurations are offered
including wall mounted and island
styles with integral hookrail if
required.
An aluminium framework/bracket
system pre-treated and polyester
powder coated to ensure a top
quality and durable finish, supports
a choice of seating options. All floormounted styles are supported on
adjustable legs for on site levelling.
specification
Supports manufactured from pre treated powder coated aluminium with floor
mounted option having adjustable feet. Bench styles include floor mounted to
wall, floor mounted island, wall mounted (cantilevered) and full island with high
level hookrails.
seat options
Type A - single 300mm wide seating plank is manufactured from 12/13mm
solid grade laminate.
Type B - single seating plank machined with integral slots for slatted
appearance, maintaining much of the strength of a single piece. 300mm wide,
manufactured from 12/13mm solid grade laminate.
Type C - comprises three individual hardwood slats 30mm thick x 90mm wide.
Finished with two coats of AC lacquer.

hookrails
Independent complementary hookrails can be provided in either a single or
double pattress arrangement. As with Type B seats, the double version is
machined from a solid plank for increased durability and neater fixings. Coat
hooks are supplied at approximately 300mm centres.
dimensions
Height: 450mm (top of seat)
Width: 300-650mm
Tempo benching is manufactured to suit your specific requirements including the
current recommendations of Sport England i.e. 450mm wide x 480mm high.
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Legato benching
A new way of looking at
changing room benching

legato benching
A totally new design concept, the
Legato bench comprises of an
aluminium support construction
with a wide range of profiled
seating options together with
complementary hookrail.
The back rest on the island unit is
generally manufactured from the
same material as the seat.
This benching system also caters for
a shoe rack underneath the seat if
required as an optional extra. The
aluminium hookrail allows for both
top and bottom mounted hooks.

specification
Supports manufactured from satin anodised aluminium sections with floor
adjustment. Bench styles include floor mounted to wall, floor mounted island,
wall mounted (cantilevered) and full island with high level hookrails.

seat options
Type A - single 300mm wide seating plank is manufactured from 12/13mm
solid grade laminate.
Type B - single seating plank machined with integral slots for slatted
appearance, maintaining much of the strength of a single piece. 300mm wide,
manufactured from 12/13mm solid grade laminate.
Type C - comprises three individual hardwood slats 30mm thick x 90mm wide.
Finished with two coats of AC lacquer.

hookrails
Complementary satin anodised aluminium section with cover plate
and captive hooks.

dimensions
Height: 450mm (top of seat)
Width: 300-650mm
Legato benching is manufactured to suit your specific requirements including the
current recommendations of Sport England i.e. 450mm wide x 480mm high.
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Concerto
Made to measure integrated
panelling system (IPS)

concerto
Integrated panelling systems enable
unsightly services to be concealed
safe from tampering yet facilitating
easy access for maintenance.
Available in an extensive choice of materials,
concerto panels are tailor made to fit site
layout with vertical spacing between adjacent
sets and cubicle division panels kept to a
minimum.
Made to measure panels improve the
appearance of the installation over ‘one size
fits all’ modular systems. Most modular
systems absorb any horizontal variation by
increasing the width of the flashgap or
intermediate back panel. This can be quite
unsightly in comparison.
specification
Available with the following panel specifications:
1. Melamine Faced MDF
(to match Budget Basso)
2. Melamine Faced Chipboard
(to match Basso)
3. 18mm MDF with high pressure
laminate to face with edges
lipped in 2mm PVC or matching
laminate (to match Aria)

colour options
Various colours are available,
dependent on material specified.
installation
Ducting can also be supplied with a
pre built treated PAR softwood frame
for easy installation. All duct panel
sets are supplied with keku fixing
clips. 1mm high pressure laminate
can also be supplied to create a
‘flashgap’ between duct panels.
For wall panelling we can offer
panels fitted to either an 18mm
plywood sub frame to the wall or
aluminium gravity battens if panels
are required closer to the wall.
pre-plumbed
Provided to site ready assembled with
sealed sanitaryware, removable or
fixed panels, brassware and wastes.
Any style or brand of sanitaryware
can be provided to evolve your
installation to the next level.

4. 18mm MDF with high pressure
laminate to face with the
vertical edges postformed (rolled)
(to match Aria postformed)
5. Solid Grade Laminate
(to match Forte)
6. Glass
7. Veneers

panels and frames only
When a pre-plumbed system is
specified, it is often more practical
and economical to supply and
install the panels and frames only,
leaving the MandE contractors to
install the sanitaryware.
Non-standard sizes are available
subject to surcharge and available
colour selection.
delivery times
Short lead time are available.
Dedicated and contactable
contracts managers are assigned to
each project to offer guidance and
co-ordinate works with peripheral
trades.
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Special works
The complete solution to high
quality bespoke projects

special works
Although Washroom’s standard
cubicle range is anything but
standard, there are times when
our clients require something
quite different where a bespoke
solution is the only answer.
This is where Washroom’s Special
Works Department excels. Our
Directors have many years
experience in project managing
high quality contracts involving
bespoke solutions as diverse as
reception counters, retail interiors
and washroom and changing
areas to holiday parks, prisons
and night clubs!
And, with the benefit of a
technically advanced in-house
joinery facility and highly skilled
labour, you can be sure that your
bespoke project requirements will
be constructed, installed and
managed by people who
appreciate quality and will work
with you to meet your
expectations.
Contact us to discuss your next project:
0800 999 8888
www.washroom.co.uk
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Rok, Brighton
Working arm in arm with its sister
joinery company - Washroom Joinery,
Washroom Washroom fitted out these
high class toilets with Alto cubicles,

55

complementary vanity units and glass
paneling.

topped out with engineered quartz
stone surfacing.

Faced in horizontally laid Zebrano
veneers, the Alto cubicles contrast
with the screen printed glass wall
paneling and match the vanity units

Completing the installation Washroom
continued the glass wall paneling
around the lift lobbies and supplied
the matching veneer door sets.
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Bognor Regis Community College, Sussex
Intermezzo WC cubicles combine with Concerto
solid laminate WC ducts and Concerto solid
laminate vanity ducts to create a striking and
functional washroom environment.
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Mandarin Oriental, Hyde Park
The luxury Mandarin Oriental hotel in
Hyde Park has undertaken an extensive
‘back of house’ refurbishment to provide
its staff with the highest level of changing
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and shower facilities, in keeping with the standards
associated with the brand.
Male and female changing areas incorporate Luminoso
frameless glass shower cubicles, selected for a
combination of durability and style. WC areas include
Marcato cubicles, Corian® vanities and Concerto solid

ducts ensuring a practical yet contemporary solution.
Changing areas are furnished with bespoke hybrid
Octave lockers incorporating melamine mdf carcasses
and, to create additional storage space, exposed edge
Z shaped plywood doors faced in laminate in a mix of
colours.
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Haggerston Castle Holiday Park
This recently refurbished swimming pool
at Northumberland’s Haggerston Castle
Holiday Park saw Washroom manufacture
key design features including solid
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laminate panels printed in a mix of lime coloured and reed
patterned finishes, alongside complementing Mezzo Duet
changing cubicles.
Tempo Benching and Tempo lockers successfully met the pool’s
dual requirements of aesthetics and practicality, ideally suited
for use in heavy traffic areas.
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Nuffield Health Centre, St Albans
Washroom Washroom was asked to
manufacture specialist circular sign up booths,
along with the health centre’s main reception
desk which had cream Perspex mixed with real
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wood veneer as its theme, together with resilient
Mezzo changing and WC cubicles in high quality
solid grade laminate for a contemporary finish.
Arpeggio vanities were manufactured from
Corian solid surface, complete with surface
mounted hand basins. Luminoso shower cubicles

in translucent cast acrylic offered a safe yet
visually striking solution together with Tempo
benching providing robust and water resistant
properties. Octave lockers with real wood
veneered doors added a stylish finish to a highly
fast track quality installation.
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Devon Cliffs, Exmouth
A rolling refurbishment programme for Bourne
Leisure has seen Washroom complete its second
project at Devon Cliffs in the past 12 months.
Following the successful completion of a major
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washroom refurbishment with Mezzo solid
grade laminate WC cubicles along with the
bespoke vanity units with goalpost surrounds
give this toilet a stunning finish. Also Washroom
has recently completed the poolside changing
village at Devon Cliffs featuring Mezzo changing

and WC cubicles in co-ordinating Trespa Virtuon
colours to theme with Washroom’s Tempo
lockers. Completed to a tight schedule the
changing cubicles incorporate complementary
benching.
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24 Britton Street, London
This prototype washroom for a leading
architectural practice incorporates a Corian trough
sink in bright red, a theme which is set to run as a
red band in key areas throughout the building.
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The Senza glass WC cubicle panels, Concerto solid
laminate duct panels and contemporary glass wall linings
have been incorporated into the existing framework for
maximum economy.
The concept is to be continued throughout all four floors
of the building in both male and female washrooms.
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Football Stadium
A challenging schedule at one of the UK’s
leading football stadiums saw Washroom
manufacture and install bespoke male and
female washrooms between games and
events to ensure minimal disruption.
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Completed in just eight weeks, the washrooms
incorporate flush fronted, full-height Alto cubicles
in an exclusive Macassar real wood finish together with
veneer ducts with hinged top panels for ease of access,
stone vanities and back painted glass splashbacks
complete the appearance.

A further 12 toilet areas are scheduled for
refurbishment over future months.
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National Maritime Museum,
Greenwich
The National Maritime Museum in
Greenwich is the largest of its kind in
the world and welcomes over 1.5 million
visitors a year.

Washroom were brought on board to
provide hardwearing specifications able to
handle the large number of visitors as well
as provide a stylish look that would
complement the building’s heritage.
For a luxury finish that was both stylish and
private, Washroom Washroom specified its
Alto toilet cubicle with a bespoke Formica

Digitial Print laminate. A maritime themed
print was specified to fit the themes that
run throughout the museum.
The full height flush fronted Alto cubicles
interface with surrounding finishes and
were installed along with Concerto laminate
WC ducts as well as three tone colour
Corian trough vanity units.
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Visit www.washroom.co.uk to request and
download literature on the full range of
washroom products.
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Education
Washroom solutions that meet the
demands of education.
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Commercial
Commercially focused washroom cubicles,
lockers, vanities and ducting solutions.
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Secure accommodation
A total service for the secure sector including
design, manufacture and installation.
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LEISURE

Leisure
High performance washroom solutions for
leisure environments.

PUBLIC SECTOR

Public sector
Specialist products and services to meet the
changing demands of the public sector.

Specialist joinery
The complete bespoke solution, from
reception counters to specialist features.

Washroom Washroom Ltd | the complete washroom solution
Units 1-10 Hill Farm
Epping Lane, Abridge
Essex RM4 1TU

Tel. 0800 999 8888
Email. info@washroom.co.uk
Web. www.washroom.co.uk

Due to a policy of continual product development, Washroom Washroom Ltd reserves the right to
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